MINES AND MINING--Activities in Ore Districts of Utah

WHAT ONE CONCERN MEANS TO MONTANA

Amalgamated Pays an Immense Sum Annually to People of State.

TAXES ARE ENORMOUS

Wages Last Year Were Very Nearly Seventeen Million Dollars.

Value of Publicity.

The Bannock Daily Post in declaring the story as worth $100,000 would be not only well founded, but would be a understatement, as millions is more likely the sum of the story as it is told to the world. The story is not one of record only, but is one of actual fact, and is of such magnitude as to make it worth millions of dollars in the history of the world. It is a story that is worth millions of dollars, and it is one that is worth millions of dollars to the people of the state.

Fortune in Taxes.

Enormous Expenditures.

The state of the state is a condition of the state of the world, and it is the state of the state that is the world.

CHECK UP THEIR ANNUAL STATEMENTS

Don't take anybody's word for what the actual value of a mining property is. At this time of year the investor has every opportunity of proving values, and from these values can form his own opinion on present stock prices.

It is our opinion that there are several good stocks selling far below their actual value--values based on ore. Let us show you the statements for the year of these mines and back up our opinions with proof.

R. K. Cobb & Co.
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